The free electron laser instability is investigated theoretically for a tenuous relativistic electron beam propagating parallel to a longitudinal wiggler field (Bo + 6Bainkoz)%. The stability analysis is based on the linearized Vlasov-Maxwell equations for perturbations about
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years there has been a growing interest in the use of intense relativistic electron beams to generate coherent radiation in the centimeter, millimeter, and submillimeter wavelength regions of the electromagnetic spectrum. Two principal classes of radiation generation mechanisms have received considerable attention. First, there is the cyclotron maser instability 1-10 in which the electron beam propagates along a solenoidal magnetic field Bok, and the basic mechanism is the electromagnetic Weibel instability driven by an excess of beam thermal energy in the perpendicular direction relative to the parallel direction (Tn > T 11 ). Second, there is the class of free electron laser (FEL) instabilities 11-16 in which the electron beam propagates in combined axial and wiggler magnetic fields Bo +6B, and the basic instability mechanism is associated with the enhanced axial bunching produced by the beam interaction with the (spatially periodic) wiggler field. For the most part, analyses of the FEL instability have been restricted to circumstances where the wiggler magnetic field 6B is primarily transverse to the axial field Bok. Recently, however, McMullin and Bekefi'7,1 8 have proposed the Lowbitron (acronym for longitudinal wiggler beam interaction) as an attractive field configuration for intense FEL radiation generation. In the Lowbitron, the oscillating wiggler field 6B is primarily in the axial direction and the instability mechanism is a hybrid of the Weibel and axial bunching mechanisms for the cyclotron maser 1-10 and standard FEL"--instabilities.
To be more specific, in Refs. 17 and 18, and in the present analysis, a relativistic electron beam with average axial velocity V and sufficiently large transverse thermal velocity VL (before entering the interaction region ) propagates along the axis of a multiple-mirror (undulator) magnetic field with axial periodicity length L = 21r/ko, and axial and radial where n6 = const is the beam density, pi = (pl + pl)'/ 2 is the transverse momentum, and p, is the axial momentum. The beam density is assumed to be sufficiently low that the equilibrium electric and magnetic self fields have a negligibly small effect on the particle trajectories and stability behavior. Moreover, the influence of finite radial geometry is neglected in the present analysis, and perturbed quantities are allowed to vary only in the z-direction.
Treating (web/ko,)(5B/Bo) as finite, it is found (Sec. II) that the S1 x 6Bsinkoz', force on an electron can lead to a large temporal modulation of the transverse orbit at all harmonics of kovt = koVb. The detailed orbit analysis (Sec. II) shows that the nth harmonic modulation of the transverse motion is strongest whenever [Eq. The striking feature of Eqs. (40) and (45) Finally, we note that the influence of finite radial geometry on FEL emission in a longitudinal wiggler field has been investigated by Uhm and Davidson 19 for the case of a thin annular electron beam. Their analysis, 19 however, was restricted to small transverse energies (thin beam), relatively weak applied fields with (wb/ko14)(6B/1) < 1, and to the fundamental (n = 1) mode.
Il. EQUILIBRIUM CONFIGURATION AND PARTICLE TRAJECTORIES

A. Equilibrium Configuration
We consider an intense relativistic electron beam propagating along the axis of a multiple-mirror (undulator) magnetic field with axial periodicity length L = 21r/ko. It is assumed that the electron beam radius R 6 is sufficiently small that kDR& <1, (1) and that kor < I is a good approximation over the radial cross-section of the electron beam.
Here, cylindrical polar coordinates (r, 6, z) are introduced, where r is the radial distance from the axis of symmetry, and z is the axial coordinate. For kor < 1, the axial and radial magnetic fields, BO(r, z) and B0(r, z), can be approximated near the axis of the multiple-mirror system by' 9
where 6B = const and 6B/Bo < I is related to the mirror ratio R by R = (1 + 8B/Bo)/(1 -SB/Bo).
For present purposes, it is assumed that koRb is sufficiently small that field contributions of order kor6B (and smaller) have a negligibly small influence on the particle trajectories and FEL stability properties. That is, we approximate the axial and radial magnetic fields in Eq.
(2) by
in the subsequent analysis. Here, m is the electron rest mass, -e is the electron charge, and c is the speed of light in vacuo. Note that ymc 2 = const can be constructed from the invariants p, and p!, which are independently conserved. Any distribution function f4(x, p) that is a function only of the single-particle invariants in Eq. (4), is a solution to the steady-state (8/st = 0) Vlasov equation. In general, to construct radially confined self-consistent beam equilibria with nb(r -+ co) = 0, it is necessary that f,(x p) depend explicitly on the canonical angular momentuum
Ps. For present purposes, however, we assume that fb has no explicit dependence on P, and consider the class of self-consistent beam equilibria of the form That is, although Eq. (5) does satisfy the steady-state Vlasov equation, the influence of finite radial geometry is neglected in the present equilibrium and stability analysis. In addition,
although the FEL stability analysis will be formulated for general choice of Jf(pL, p,) in Section Ill. detailed stability properties are investigated for the specific choice of equilibrium distribution function
2 7rpL
where n 6 = f d 3 pfo = const is the beanm density, the constants Y, and VL are related to the relativistic miass factor b by 
On the other hand, the effective perpendicular temperature TL is non-zero, with T_ =
(1/2)(f d 3 ppvjf )/(f d 3 pfi) = -ybmV2 /2. It is precisely the thermal anisotropy (T. > T11) that provides the free energy source to drive the (Weibel-ike) cyclotron maser and FEL instabilities discussed in Section III.
B. Particle Trajectories
The orbit equations for an electron moving in the axial magnetic field B.O(z) = B0 + SBsinkoz described by Eq. (3) are given by dp',/dt' = -(e/c)v'AB?(z'), dp,/dt' = (e/c)v',B(z') and dp',/dt' = 0, where p'(t') = 'ymv'(t') and -= (1 + p2/m2c2)/ 2 = const. The axial trajectory (', p,) that passes through the phase space point (z, p.) at time t'= t is given by
where r = t' -t and , = p,/ym = const is the axial velocity. Defining t'+(t) t'(t') + ivY(t') and making use of Eq. (7), it is straightforward to show that v'+(t') satisfies 
III. STABILITY PROPERTIES
A. Linearized Vlasov-Maxwell Equations
In this section, we make use of the linearized Vlasov-Maxwell equations to investigate stability properties for perturbations about the equilibrium configuration described by Eqs. 
where Imw > 0, and perpendicular spatial variations are assumed to be negligibly small (a/9ax = 0). In addition, it is assumed that the beam is sufficiently tenuous that longitudinal field perturbations can be neglected in the present analysis, i.e.,
The transverse electromagnetic field perturbations, 6E = (iw/c)5A and 6B = V X 84 can be expressed as 
Making use of the inethod of characteristics, the linearized Vlasov equation for 6fA(z, p, t) can be integratcd to give
where the particle trajectories (z', p') solve dp'/dt' = -(e/c)S X B,(z')e. and dx'/d'= d, with "initial" conditions z'(t' = t) = z and p'(t' = t) = p. After some straightforward algebra that makes use of Eqs. (7), (13) and (14) , and the fact that p2 and p, are exact single-particle invariants (independent of t') in the equilibrium magnetic field BO = BO + In the subsequent analysis, it is convenient to Fourier decompose 6A.(z) and 6A,(z) 
where
V (r) -V(r)ii/'(r) and 6A.(k) 6A,(k)± i6A,(k). Making use of Equations (17) -(19), the perturbed distribution function 5A(z, p) is given by
64(z, p)
= i I +k iiezp(ikz) C Pi a '-L \ 8 PZ-PjL 8 9Pw JJ
Xf dr exp[-i(w -k )I)r[v'(r)6A-(k) + v'(r)6A+(k)J. (20)
Nlaking use of Eqs. (15) and (20) and f d p = f' do f dp; f dpip 1 . and noting that JJ! dqefxp(+20i) = 0. it is straight fOiv-ard to show that the ei-ce'malue equations ror I 6A±(z) completely decouple to give 
where the susceptibility Xm,n(k, w) is defined by 
where Xm,(k + nflk -mk 0 , w) = I :re
It.
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B. Stability Analysis
For present purposes, we specialize to the choice of distribution function in Eq. (6).
After some straightforward algebra, the susceptibility Xn,-N,n(k + Nko, w) defined in Eq. 
or equivalently,
where k is treated as a continuous variable. Making use of Eq. (31), the approximate dispersion relation (33) can be cxpressed as
2 2 k ~ Bo ( ko-nkr -we),b
We now make use of Eq. (34) to investigate FEL and cyclotron mascr stability properties for a tCnuOuS electron beam. In this regard. for 5B = 0, only the n = 0 terms survive in Fq. (34) and the di'pen.ion relacion exihits the standard cyclotron maser instability for wave peittrhations clo,.c to cclotroii resonance with w -k1 -we. z= 0. On the other
I
hand, for 6B 3 0, we find that the system exhibits instability near each of the resonances w -kV -w6 ~ nkoVb, for n = 0, ±1, ±2, ---. Moreover, for a particular choice of harmonic number n, the instability growth rate Imw depends sensitively on the amplitude 5B of the axial wiggler field as measured by the dimensionless parameter (Wb/koVb)(6B/BO).
Cyclotron Maser Instability for 6B = 0: As a simple reference case, it is useful to con- 
In the subscquCEnt analysis it 'Aill be useiui to compare the FI. growth rate obtained for FEL Instability for 6B = 0: We now consider the dispersion relation (34) for 6B 7 0 and (w, k) near the simulataneous zeroes of w = kc,
for a particular value of harmonic number n. Retaining the nth term in each of the summations, Eq. (34) can be approximated by
where J2 
2 C 2 2kc n The d&persion relation (41) is a cubic equaition for dhe conplex omcillation frequency w.
In this reqprd. it is strjivhafiOr% ard t) shov. ihat the w2J icrin on the left-hiand side of Fq. 
for 6k = 0. Several points are noteworthy from Eqs. (44) and (45). First, for given harmonic number n, the characteristic maximum growth rate In6w defined in Eq. (45) will be largest whenever the argument of J corresponds to the first zero of J'(z) = 0, i.e., when
kVb Bo where a,, is the first zero of J',,(x) = 0. (Figs. 1 and 2) . and 2, the maximum growth rate at each hannonic occurs for 6k = k -k =-0. Moreover, for 6k/kb < 0, the growth rate Imw exhibits a very abrupt threshold. On the other hand, for 6k/kb > 0, the growth rate falls off more slowly. In Fig. 1 , onlythe first three harmonics exhibit a substantial growth rate with Imw/cko > 0.01, whereas in Fig. 2 the first five harmonics all exhibit large growth rates at much higher output frequencies than in Fig. 1 . It is important to note from Eq. (44) and Fig. 2 that the applied magnetic field is required to be quite strong for intense radiation at higher harmonics. For example, if Xo = 2w/ko = 8cm., the the value we 6 /cko = 8.946 chosen in Fig. 2 corresponds to B 0 = 23.9kG.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the free electron laser instability has been investigated theoretically for a tenuous relativistic electron beam propagating parallel to a longitudinal wiggler field 
